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Are you ready for a game?

Learn Recall Use
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Why? What? How?
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How many years of TV watching can your brain store?

❑ 1 Year

❑ 300 Years

❑ 1000 Years
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There is virtually no limit to the amount of information you can remember

❑ 1 Year

❑ 300 Years

❑ 1000 Years
The human brain consists of about one billion neurons. Each 

neuron forms about 1,000 connections to other neurons, 

amounting to more than a trillion connections. Neurons 

combine so that each one helps with many memories at a 

time, exponentially increasing the brain’s memory storage 

capacity to something closer to around 2.5 petabytes –

Professor Paul Reber, Northwestern University

Source: https://blog.synap.ac/10-surprising-facts-about-your-memory/#.XEyuPFxKiHs 5
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Learning new things produces physical changes in your brain structure
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Source: 

1) https://blog.synap.ac/10-surprising-facts-about-your-memory/#.XEy2OlxKiHt

2) https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/a-neuroscientist-explores-the-sanskrit-effect/

The Sanskrit 

(Samskrutam) 

Effect

I noticed that the more Sanskrit I studied and translated, the 

better my verbal memory seemed to become. Fellow students 

and teachers often remarked on my ability to exactly repeat 

lecturers’ own sentences when asking them questions in class. 

Other translators of Sanskrit told me of similar cognitive shifts.

India’s Vedic Sanskrit pandits train for years to orally memorize 

and exactly recite 3,000-year old oral texts ranging from 40,000 

to over 100,000 words. We wanted to find out how such intense 

verbal memory training affects the physical structure of their 

brains … 

https://blog.synap.ac/10-surprising-facts-about-your-memory/#.XEy2OlxKiHt
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/a-neuroscientist-explores-the-sanskrit-effect/
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Spaced repetition is the key to remembering
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Spaced repetition is a study 

technique whereby pieces 

of information are re-visited 

at set intervals in order to 

strengthen the memory of it. 

The idea is that you re-visit a 

piece of information when 

you’ve almost forgotten it, 

thereby bringing it back to 

the front of your mind.
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(Although complex), Vedas are learnt along 2 dimensions
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Bag Of Words

guntu

Repetition (x2)

santhai
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The process involves learning in an agile way
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1st Pannam
(2 weeks sprint)

2nd Pannam
(2 weeks sprint)

99th Pannam
(2 weeks sprint)

Yajur Vedam
99 Pannalu

[ … ]

=
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Samskrutham (derived from Vedas) learning helps in multiple ways
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Memory

Retention &

Recall-ability

Spontaneity Critical 

Thinking

Accuracy

Improve Your
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So, how about learning, recalling and using 7,000 samskrutham words
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7,000

Words

700

Slokas

10

Words/

Slokas

= x
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Why? What? How?
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November 2019 Goals during sahasrabdi inaugural period
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bhagavad gi:tha

chanting By 

kids, teachers &

parents

avadha:nam

display during 

inauguration period

Enact concepts

from bhagavad gi:tha

On a stage closely watched around the globe …
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Bhagavad Gita recalled recitation
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1000+ bhagavad gi:tha chanters from the US
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Avadha:nam
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# Sample Recall Patterns

1 Slo:ka # <-> Sloka recall

2 Starting (or Ending) Word -> Slo:ka recall

[ … ]

15 Name -> Meaning, contextual slo:ka recall

1000+ demonstrators of the samskrutam effect
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Example
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Chapter 2, Sloka, 70

a:pu:ryama:nam achala prathishttam

samudram a:pah pravisanthi yadvath |

thadvath ka:ma: yam pravisanthi

sarve: sa sa:nthim a:pnothi na ka:maka:mi: ||

Significance

The ocean never gets perturbed when either 

rivers assimilate into it or it gets depleted (to 

form clouds) due to the scorching sun.

Similarly, a dhi:ra does not get perturbed 

when either difficulties fall on him/her or (s)he 

gets accolades.

And therefore, be like the ocean, oh dhi:ra in 

your attitude towards life.

1000+ enactors of bhagavad gi:tha messages
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Why? What? How?
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Schedule
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Register Learn Perform

700

slo:kas

20

slo:kas

a week

35

weeks
= X

Nov '19Feb '19 – Oct '19Feb '19
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A typical week
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Slo:ka

Avadha:nam

1st 20

1st 20

2nd 20

2nd 20

35th 20

35th 20

A typical  week

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

10 slo:kas 10 slo:kas

10 slo:ka avadha:nam 10 slo:ka avadha:nam
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Your costs – 3 Ps
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Promise PerseverePractice
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Registration Process
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1. Review complete details at : https://tinyurl.com/ydg95x3j

2. Create an account at https://prajna.jeeyarapps.org (if you don’t have one).

3. Login after account creation or existing students

4. Enroll for Sume:dha module by selecting the country and state as “Global”

5. Enrollment will be in pending state until the deposit is made. 

6. Go to https://tinyurl.com/y9nqh7wf for deposit made. 

7. One of the coordinators will activate the enrollment upon deposit receipt.

8. Any further questions, please email to psc@jetusa.org

https://tinyurl.com/ydg95x3j
https://prajna.jeeyarapps.org/
https://tinyurl.com/y9nqh7wf
mailto:psc@jetusa.org

